
Bureau Noir Asset Dossier: Guinevere
Full Name: Guinevere

Known Aliases: Gwen Night, Keira Ritter

Species: Human AI (Recreation)

Gender: Female

Date of Creation: 2183

Place of Birth: 

Height: 1.75 meters

Weight: 75 kilograms

Hair Color: Blonde

Eye Color: 

Parents: None

Additional Relatives: N/A

Affiliations: Panoceannia, Aleph

Family Background Guinevere is a recreation and as such has no true family. The program believes she had a 
husband that she betrayed and a lover. She is aware that neither ever actually existed and this 
seems to cause a cognitive dissonance.

Career Background When Armand Rufolo originally commissioned the Round Table Project, he started with two: 
Guinevere and Gawain. Rufolo was murdered by his wife (undoubtedly for his philandering 
ways) before the project was complete. Guinevere would continue to completion, at the behest of 
the perverted Grand Master, Lothario Vick. Vick intended to train Guinevere as a knight and 
prevail upon her to be his lover. It didn’t work the way he intended, and she exposed his 
corruption on Maya. Guinevere continued her training within the militant orders. A masterful 
combatant, she impressed her trainers with her quickness. She also possessed an individuality 
that greatly irritated them.

Apparent Goals She has no expressed goals, but after numerous conversations her true intentions appear to be 
acceptance based. For lack of a better term, she wants to be a real girl. She wants to be a 
respected professional and be valued for who she is.

Strengths One of the greatest masters of the blade to ever grace the Human Sphere, Guinevere has no 
equal when it comes to close quarters combat. Her superhuman senses and quantraonic reflexes 
combine to let her knock projectiles out of the air.

Weaknesses She lacks confidence in her interactions with “normal” humans. She’s diffident and often trips 
over her own tongue. She’s prone to social gaffes and can be overly blunt.

Personality and 
Temperament

Guinevere has no equal when it comes to fighting and she knows it. This arrogance means 
aggressive action against her is strongly contra-indicated. On the other hand, she lacks social 
skills and can be tricked into acting against her own interests. Her inner determination makes 
long term social games ultimately fruitless, however. She is an avid fan of Dog Bowl and loves the 
Deadwood team.

Known Allies None. Guinevere doesn’t make friends easily, but she has many acquaintances – people she’s 
rescued who owe her their lives.



Known Enemies Most of them are dead. Making an enemy of someone who can slice bullets out of the air is 
Darwinistic. That said, there are people who think making her was a mistake of the highest order. 
Former Grand Master Vick’s allies still exist and resent her actions. They act against her whenever 
they can do so indirectly.

Evaluation Guinevere has a lot of baggage, but we would be fools not to recruit her after Vick’s allies 
convinced Hexas to have her booted from the Militant Orders.

Assessment 
Approval

Special Agent Hema Korapatti. Access Code DVXTTI37KL 
with Dr. Jerome Forbath.


